
UL-Listed 24/7 Alarm Monitoring Services

Key Features

Allied Universal clients using MaRC services can 
add surge resources seamlessly, collaborate 
across regions and sectors and integrate with other 
technology and professional service offerings.

Allied Universal’s alarm monitoring and intrusion services provide peace of 
mind 24/7. Through our Monitoring and Response Center (MaRC)— designated 
a Five Diamond monitoring center by The Monitoring Association  —Allied 
Universal processes a variety of alert types and provides end-to-end proactive 
solutions to enhance situational awareness and mitigate risk, while reducing 
operational cost. 

As part of our suite of integrated security solutions, Allied Universal’s MaRC provides 
comprehensive alarm and intrusion detection services. MaRC specialists custom 
design fire and burglar alarm (intrusion detection) systems that integrate into the 
response protocols processed through the monitoring center to meet your specific 
needs. We also install, service, support, test and monitor alarm systems. These 
services can be added to your existing security program as a force-multiplier or 
installed independently to help mitigate risk and reduce cost by:

•  Deterring break-ins and burglaries

•  Reducing theft

•  Preventing property loss and damage 

•  Providing a safer and more secure business environment

Utilizing a robust automation platform capable of accepting many alert and signal 
types from various systems, alarm monitoring is provided by a team of highly trained 
security intervention specialists 24/7. The MaRC is a UL 827 Central Station, meeting 
specific standards of quality for proper construction, power continuity, equipment and 
staffing. This ensures all your security and fire and life safety systems are closely 
monitored 24 hours a day by qualified professionals and equipment. 

• 24/7 risk mitigation

• Integrate technology and security 
personnel seamlessly

• Single point of contact for security 
needs

• Process a variety of alert types through 
one service

• Faster response by authorities with 
confirmed alarm activity

• Reduction in monitoring and false 
alarm fees

• Detailed security response process per 
customer requirements

• Complete services provided across 
commercial, residential, and municipal 
accounts

• Assurance of quality through nationally 
recognized  testing laboratories

Key Benefits

• Fire alarm system monitoring

• Intrusion alarm/verification

• Voice (audio) alarm verification

• Customer-designed event response protocols

• State-of-the-art equipment: detectors, sensors, control panels
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To learn more about MaRC services and 
how they can enhance your security 
program, visit aus.com/MaRC.
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